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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited and the Singapore Exchange Securities 
Trading Limited take no responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or 
any part of the contents of this announcement. 

 
 (Incorporated and registered in England and Wales under the number 01397169) 

(Stock code: 2378) 
 

PRUDENTIAL PLC TO COMBINE ITS UK BUSINESSES  
TO CREATE A LEADING SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS PROVIDER 

 
Prudential plc announces its intention to combine its asset manager, M&G, and Prudential UK & Europe 
(Prudential UK&E) to form M&G Prudential, a leading savings and investments business ideally positioned to 
target growing customer demand for comprehensive financial solutions. 
 
The combined business manages £332 billion of assets1 for over 6 million customers, both in the UK and 
internationally, having quadrupled its total external assets since 2008.2 
 
M&G Prudential will leverage its scale, financial strength and complementary product and distribution 
capabilities to enhance the development of capital-light, customer-focused solutions. The new entity will 
combine M&G’s active investment expertise with Prudential UK&E’s capabilities in volatility-adjusted 
savings and liability-driven investment to provide more choice for customers across both brands through retail, 
institutional and direct channels. The unified business will also be better positioned to develop and fund joint 
product propositions and to build new digital service and distribution to meet fast changing customer needs.  
 
M&G Prudential will invest to accelerate its transformation into an efficient, service-led, digitally-enabled 
business. This investment and associated cost savings, will be shared between M&G, and Prudential UK&E’s 
with-profits and shareholder businesses, with shareholders expected to contribute circa £250 million towards 
the investment and to benefit from cost savings of circa £145 million3 per annum by 2022, excluding revenue 
synergies. 
 
John Foley, currently Chief Executive of Prudential UK&E, will become Chief Executive of M&G Prudential 
and remains a member of the Prudential plc Board. Anne Richards will remain Chief Executive of M&G and a 
member of the Prudential plc Board. Both Anne Richards and Clare Bousfield, CEO Insurance for Prudential 
UK&E, will become Deputy Chief Executives of M&G Prudential. 
 
Further details about M&G Prudential will be presented at Prudential plc’s Investor Conference in London on 
16 November 2017. 
 
John Foley, Chief Executive of M&G Prudential, said: “I look forward to working with the teams across both 
sides of the business to develop the products and capabilities that will help us to continue to lead the 
fast-changing savings and investments market. Prudential UK&E and M&G both offer well designed solutions 
which help investors meet their most important financial goals. Combining their complementary strengths 
allows us to provide greater choice to a wider range of customers.” 
 
Anne Richards, Chief Executive of M&G, said: “This is an exceptional opportunity to bring together M&G’s 
extensive investment capabilities and Prudential UK&E’s expertise in balance sheet management. It will 
enable our investment teams to offer their expertise to a wider range of customers and across a broader range of 
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investment and savings formats, while continuing to provide our current clients with the same high level of 
service.” 
 
Mike Wells, Prudential plc Group Chief Executive, said: “M&G and Prudential UK&E have a long history 
of collaboration and we are fortunate to have two highly respected brands. Combining these businesses will 
allow us to better leverage our considerable scale and capabilities.” 
 
“In recent years, we have seen a convergence in the investments and savings markets with customers across 
all geographies and demographics demanding more comprehensive solutions to their financial needs. 
Bringing together these two high-quality businesses, while transitioning to a capital-light model, will enable 
M&G Prudential to increase its growth prospects by providing better outcomes for our millions of customers 
and in turn generate strong returns for our shareholders.” 
 
1. At 30 June 2017. 
2. M&G Prudential external AUM including PruFund increased from £48 billion at 31 December 2008 to 

£180 billion at 30 June 2017. 
3. Pre-tax. 
 

Contact: 
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Jonathan Oliver +44 (0)20 7548 3537    Raghu Hariharan   +44 (0)20 7548 2871 
Jonathan Miller +44 (0)20 7548 2776    Richard Gradidge   +44 (0)20 7548 3860 
     William Elderkin 

   Chantal Waight 
  +44 (0)20 3480 5590 
  +44 (0)20 7548 3039 

Notes to Editors: 
 
About M&G Prudential 
• M&G Prudential brings together two of the most trusted brands in the UK financial services sector.  For 

over 169 years, Prudential has been providing financial security to generations of UK customers. M&G 
Investments is an asset manager with more than 80 years’ experience of actively investing on behalf of 
individuals and institutions. 

• The combined business will continue to offer products under both the M&G and Prudential brands. 
 
Market opportunity 
• Assets under management in 2015 in the UK totalled £7 trillion with that figure expected to rise to £10 

trillion by 2023 (source: The Investment Association, BCG and Prudential estimates). 
• Assets under management in 2015 in Europe (ex-UK) totalled €14 trillion with that figure expected to 

rise to €19 trillion by 2023 (source: The European Fund and Asset Management Association, BCG and 
Prudential estimates). 
 

Products and positioning 
• M&G Prudential has combined assets under management of £331.6 billion at 30 June 2017, comprising 

external assets of £149.1 billion, and internal assets of £182.5 billion. 
• M&G actively invests on behalf of individuals and institutions, helping customers prosper by securing 

long term returns for their savings. M&G operates across a full range of asset classes: multi-asset, 
alternatives, fixed income and equities. M&G has external retail assets of £72.5 billion and external 
institutional assets of £76.6 billion. European customers account for £35.2 billion of its assets under 
management, a figure which has grown at a compound annual growth rate of 30 per cent over the five 
and a half years to 30 June 2017. 

• Prudential UK&E is a leading provider of long-term savings, investment and retirement income 
solutions. Prudential’s PruFund, which provides smoothed returns through a wide range of propositions 
including ISAs, pension savings, income drawdown and bonds, has £30.0 billion of assets under 
management. PruFund has grown at a compound annual rate of 36 per cent over the five and a half years 
since 2012. 
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• Prudential UK&E has strong asset-liability management capability and derivatives expertise that is 
deployed in delivering services to customers. 

 
Investment performance 
• At 30 June 2017,  the proportion of M&G’s retail and direct  funds performing above median net of 

fees, and weighted by fund size, was 70%  over a 1 year period and 56% of funds over a 3 year period.  
• At 30 June 2017, 100% of M&G’s Institutional Fixed Income and segregated and Public Debt mandates 

performed above benchmark, where they have a benchmark, gross of fees. 
• At 30 June 2017, PruFund returned 23 per cent over three years compared to 16 per cent for the ABI 

Mixed Investment 20%-60% benchmark. 
 

Distribution 
• M&G distributes its products in 18 jurisdictions across Europe, including the UK, where M&G services 

both institutional and wholesale clients, through a network which includes 19,000 IFAs. 
• Prudential UK&E distributes its propositions through a network of 21,000 IFAs and 288 financial 

planners. 
 
Financials 
• Prudential plc today reported its half-year 2017 results.  During the first six months: 

o M&G IFRS pre-tax operating profit increased by 10 per cent to £248 million. 
o M&G assets under management increased to £281.5 billion, with external net inflows of £7.2 

billion. 
o Prudential UK life insurance IFRS pre-tax operating profit increased by 1 per cent to £480 

million. 
o Prudential UK life retail sales increased by 22 per cent to £721 million, with PruFund sales up 

29 per cent to £564 million. 
 
About John Foley 
John William Foley spent over 20 years at Hill Samuel & Co, where he worked in every division of the bank, 
culminating in senior roles in risk, capital markets and treasury of the combined TSB and Hill Samuel Bank. 
He joined Prudential as Deputy Group Treasurer in 2000 and became Managing Director of Prudential Capital 
and Group Treasurer in 2001. During his career at Prudential, Mr. Foley has held the offices of Chief 
Executive of Prudential Capital, Group Chief Risk Officer, Group Investment Director and, since 2015, Chief 
Executive of Prudential UK & Europe. Mr. Foley first joined the Board of Prudential plc in 2011 and was 
reappointed in January 2016, having stepped down during his time as Group Investment Director.  Age 60. 
 
About Anne Richards 
Anne Helen Richards became an analyst for Alliance Capital in 1992 and then moved into portfolio 
management roles at JP Morgan Investment Management and Mercury Asset Management. Ms. Richards 
joined the Board of Edinburgh Fund Managers plc as Chief Investment Officer and Joint Managing Director in 
2002 and continued in this role following Aberdeen Asset Management PLC’s acquisition of Edinburgh Fund 
Managers in 2003. She was Chief Investment Officer and Head of the EMEA region for Aberdeen Asset 
Management PLC, positions she held until February 2016. 
 
Ms. Richards is Chair of the Court of Edinburgh University and the CERN & Society Foundation, and was 
appointed as the Chair of the Financial Conduct Authority Practitioner Panel from 1 August 2017, having 
served on the Panel since 2013.  Age 53. 
 
Employment details  
Prudential is committed to full disclosure of the remuneration of its Executives.  The remuneration 
arrangements for both directors remain unchanged.  Details can be found in the Prudential plc’s 2016 Annual 
Report on page 113. 
 
Regulatory disclosures 
Save as disclosed above, there is no further information required to be disclosed pursuant to Rule 13.51(2) of 
the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited, Mr. Foley and 
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Ms. Richards have confirmed that there are no other matters that need to be brought to the attention of 
shareholders of Prudential plc.   
 
Shareholding details  
PDMR Beneficial interest Conditional awards Total interests 
John Foley 248,885 381,325 630,210 
Anne Richards 64,677 153,367 218,044 

 
Interests in options related to Prudential securities are set out in Prudential plc’s 2016 Annual Report on pages 
129 and 132. 
 
About Prudential plc 
Prudential plc and its affiliated companies constitute one of the world’s leading financial services groups, 
serving around 24 million insurance customers, with £635 billion of assets under management (as at 30 June 
2017). Prudential plc is incorporated in England and Wales and is listed on the stock exchanges in London, 
Hong Kong, Singapore and New York. Prudential plc is not affiliated in any manner with Prudential 
Financial, Inc., a company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America. 
 
Forward-Looking Statements 
This document may contain ‘forward-looking statements’ with respect to certain of Prudential’s plans and its 
goals and expectations relating to its future financial condition, performance, results, strategy and objectives. 
Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about Prudential’s beliefs and expectations and 
including, without limitation, statements containing the words ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘should’, ‘continue’, ‘aims’, 
‘estimates’, ‘projects’, ‘believes’, ‘intends’, ‘expects’, ‘plans’, ‘seeks’ and ‘anticipates’, and words of similar 
meaning, are forward-looking statements. These statements are based on plans, estimates and projections as 
at the time they are made, and therefore undue reliance should not be placed on them. By their nature, all 
forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty. A number of important factors could cause 
Prudential’s actual future financial condition or performance or other indicated results to differ materially 
from those indicated in any forward-looking statement. Such factors include, but are not limited to, future 
market conditions, including fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the potential for a sustained 
low-interest rate environment, and the performance of financial markets generally; the policies and actions of 
regulatory authorities, including, for example, new government initiatives; the political, legal and economic 
effects of the UK’s decision to leave the European Union; the impact of continuing designation as a Global 
Systemically Important Insurer or ‘G-SII’; the impact of competition, economic uncertainty, inflation and 
deflation; the effect on Prudential’s business and results from, in particular, mortality and morbidity trends, 
lapse rates and policy renewal rates; the timing, impact and other uncertainties of future acquisitions or 
combinations within relevant industries; the impact of internal projects and other strategic actions failing to 
meet their objectives; the impact of changes in capital, solvency standards, accounting standards or relevant 
regulatory frameworks, and tax and other legislation and regulations in the jurisdictions in which Prudential 
and its affiliates operate; and the impact of legal and regulatory actions, investigations and disputes. These 
and other important factors may, for example, result in changes to assumptions used for determining results 
of operations or re-estimations of reserves for future policy benefits. Further discussion of these and other 
important factors that could cause Prudential’s actual future financial condition or performance or other 
indicated results to differ, possibly materially, from those anticipated in Prudential’s forward-looking 
statements can be found under the ‘Risk factors’ heading in Prudential’s 2017 half year report and the ‘Risk 
factors’ heading of Prudential’s 2017 half year report filed on Form 6-K filed with the US Securities and 
Exchange Commission and which are available on its website at www.prudential.co.uk   
 
Any forward-looking statements contained in this document speak only as of the date on which they are 
made. Prudential expressly disclaims any obligation to update any of the forward-looking statements 
contained in this document or any other forward-looking statements it may make, whether as a result of 
future events, new information or otherwise except as required pursuant to the UK Prospectus Rules, the UK 
Listing Rules, the UK Disclosure and Transparency Rules, the Hong Kong Listing Rules, the SGX-ST listing 
rules or other applicable laws and regulations. 
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By order of the Board  
Prudential plc 
Alan F. Porter 

Group General Counsel and Company Secretary 
 
10 August 2017, London 
 
As at the date of this announcement, the Board of Directors of Prudential plc comprises: 
 
Chairman 
Paul Victor Falzon Sant Manduca 
 
Executive Directors 
Michael Andrew Wells (Group Chief Executive), Mark Thomas FitzPatrick CA, Penelope Jane James ACA, 
John William Foley, Nicolaos Andreas Nicandrou ACA, Anne Helen Richards and Barry Lee Stowe 
 
Independent Non-executive Directors 
Sir Howard John Davies, David John Alexander Law ACA, Kaikhushru Shiavax Nargolwala FCA, 
Anthony John Liddell Nightingale CMG SBS JP, The Hon. Philip John Remnant CBE FCA, 
Alice Davey Schroeder, Jonathan Adair Lord Turner FRS and Thomas Ros Watjen 
 
* For identification purposes 


